Attendance & Truancy Among Virginia Students

Session Four
Using Data to Drive Action
Presentation Description
Module four trains school and division teams on what type of data analysis
is useful when seeking to understand the scale and scope of chronic absence
along with providing in depth explanation of sub-population analysis and the
type of questions attendance teams should use when working to understand
the chronic absence challenge for their school or school division.
Participant Goals
• Learn what makes data actionable.
• Understand what questions are answered with different attendance
measures including ADA, truancy, chronic absence, and suspensions.
• Find out how to use chronic absence data to make strategic choices
about where to target attendance interventions.
Facilitation
Have the participants review the module and reflections. Each reflection is
designed to help participants further their understanding and learning of key
concepts, frameworks, and strategies for reducing chronic absence.

“

Reducing chronic absence is now a key part of raising student
achievement for our entire school district. When we took a
deep dive into our data we could really see how big a problem
chronic absence was in our district. We developed the capacity
to identify which kids and schools need extra support, put
strategies in place to help them, and discovered what works
from peers across the country.”
-Tony Smith, Superintendent, Oakland Unified School District
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Warm Up - Reflection One
What attendance data do your division leaders regularly review? Jot down the most common
measures reviewed and, if you know, how often they review these data.

Warm Up Notes
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Reflection Two
Does your division provide attendance data in an actionable way?

Reflection Notes

*Additional information can be found on the last page of this guide

Reflection Three
If you know your division’s chronic absence rate, write it down. If you know your division’s ADA,
write it down. What is the relationship between the chronic absence rate and ADA? If you have not
yet calculated your division’s chronic absence rate, based on the information presented in slide 12,
what might you deduce about the likely levels of chronic absence in your division?

Reflection Notes
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Reflection Four
Let’s take a moment and analyze the By Grade chart on slide 16. Which grades have the highest
levels of chronic absenteeism? Which grades have lower levels of chronic absenteeism? While this
is not your district, use your experience and think about what some possible explanations might be
for the differences by grade. What might account for the drop in chronic absence in 12th grade?

Reflection Notes

Reflection Five
What do you observe about the range of chronic absence between schools? How many schools
need greater levels of support to address absenteeism? How many schools are possibly positive
outliers?

Reflection Notes

*Additional information can be found on the last page of this guide
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Reflection Six
Compare and contrast the outcomes in chronic absence between the Hispanic students attending
Highlandtown 237 and Wolfe Street Academy in Baltimore. Read the profile about Wolfe Street
Academy: http://www.attendanceworks.org/tools/schools/principals/mark-gaither-wolfe-streetacademy/. What strategies have the principal and his school team put in place that you believe are
helping him achieve different results?

Reflection Notes

Reflection Seven
Which grade span (elementary, middle or high) has the greatest number of chronically absent
students? What are the implications for how division leaders allocate staff or resources?

Reflection Notes
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Reflection Eight
Write down what type of suspension data your
division tracks. Does your division track incidents
of suspension? Does it track the number of days
missed due to suspensions?

Reflection Notes

Reflection Nine
What is the relationship between suspensions and chronic absence in your division? What policies
or practices might be contributing to better outcomes, i.e. fewer students missing school due to
suspensions? What discipline policies or practices might you want to reconsider?

Reflection Notes

*Additional information can be found on the last page of this guide
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Reflection Ten
List three possible reasons that special education students or African American students might
have higher rates of suspension. Of those reasons, which ones can be impacted by changes in
discipline policy? By professional development?

Reflection Notes

Summary Reflections
To what extent does our division have data that helps us make management decisions to reduce
absenteeism? Can we currently identify which schools, grades, sub-groups and individual students
have high levels of chronic absenteeism? What is our most urgent need as far as actionable data?
Reflection Notes
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Learn More

Before moving on with the additional modules, we would like to encourage you to
learn more about this issue. Specifically, please consider reading:
• “Leveraging the Power Of Attendance Data: Analyzing Trends in Attendance”
This memo provides guidance for analyzing multiple measures of attendance
including chronic absence and ensuring all involved have a common
understanding about:
1. Why conduct an analysis of attendance data including chronic absence?
2. What questions could this analysis answer?
3. What would the analysis involve? How might the results be used?
• http://www.attendanceworks.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/
Power-of-Attendance-Data-Drft-6-3-2011.pdf
• Read the story of Garfield Elementary School which is a positive outlier.
http://www.attendanceworks.org/what-works/oakland/garfield-elementary/
What effective practices can you learn from?
• For information on how to calculate your chronic absence data visit: http://
www.attendanceworks.org/tools/tools-for-calculating-chronic-absence/
• Read the following summary to learn more about evidence-based alternatives
to suspensions. Evidence-Based Alternatives to Suspensions and Expulsions,
https://www.aclusocal.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Ev-Based-PracticesLCFF-Discipline-Toolkit.3.17.14.public.pdf
• Determine how you will address your most urgent need for actionable data.
Consider using the free Attendance Works tools to calculate chronic absence.
http://www.attendanceworks.org/tools/tools-for-calculating-chronic-absence/
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